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Rebecca Shoichet
◈ Rebecca Shoichet (рус. Ребекка Шойкет), According to the 

actress herself, her last name is pronounced " Sho-y-ket ". 
The classic pronunciation of the  Shoichet name in this 
case is closer to the original. In some texts, there is an 
inaccurate transliteration of her last name as Shoi-ch-et.

◈ Born February 6, 1975 - Canadian voice actress and 
singer.

◈ Rebecca herself does not write songs, she performs them 
in animated animated series. In the genre of "Anime" and 
in the animated series "My Little Pony FIM: Equestria 
Girls"



◈ Rebecca Shoichet began her career as a voice actress / singer in 2001. Its first 
activity was the duplication of "Anime" into English.

◈ Nana - Nana Osaki
◈ .hack // Roots - Saburo
◈ InuYasha - Sota Higurashi (second series), Enju (92 series), Soten (68 series)
◈ InuYasha: Blades of the Noble Ruler ruen - Sota Higurashi
◈ InuYasha: The fire of the mystical islandruen - Asagi, Mrs. Kanade
◈ Gundam SEED - Maura Labatt, Caridad Yamato
◈ Gundam SEED Destiny - Caridad Yamato
◈ Tokyo Undergroundruen - Chelsea Rorek
◈ Star Ocean EXruen - Yuki
◈ Hamtaroruen - Prince Bo (in the Japanese version of Nidzihamu-kun, Ham-Ham 

Games series)
◈ Powerpuff Girls Z - Annie (in the Japanese version of the Sakurako Kintoki), 

Sedusa, Ken's Mother
◈ LBX - Battles of small giants - Ini, agent Devin Aeron and super hacker
◈ New adventures of the bee Maya



◈ In 2010, Hasbro invited her to voice the songs of the main character Twilight Sparkle 
in the cartoon “My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic” (abbreviated MLP: FIM). Speaks 
for Twilight Tara Strong. 

This continues to this day, but in 2013, Rebecca had the opportunity to 
voice and sing for the main character of the second MLP cartoon 
“Equestria Girls” Sunset Shimmer. After that, Rebecca Shoichet became 
more recognizable and popular. In 2016, Rebecca received the award for 
the song of the main character “Embrace the Magic”



Rebecca Shoichet`s photos



◈ Sources:
◈ 1.MLP Wikia -  

http://ru.mlp.wikia.com/wiki/Ребекка_Шойхет
◈ 2.Rebecca Shoichet`s Twitter - 

https://twitter.com/RebeccaShoichet



◈ I hope you like it. 
Enjoy☺


